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Abstract—Currently multimedia contents dominate the in-
formation exchanged in Internet, particularly through social
networks. Each actor on the Internet becomes producer and
consumer of contents. Nevertheless, social network and other tra-
ditional collaborative environments present limitations regarding
content selection, categorization, aggregation, linking and inter-
operability, and usage control and privacy. In [1], we proposed
the architecture (based on a peer-to-peer infrastructure and
Semantic Web) of a MultiMedia Digital EcoSystem (MMDES), as
a new environment for collaboration and sharing of multimedia
resources, multimedia processings, as well as for computing
and storage capabilities. In this paper, we describe MMDES
framework and functionalities related to managing the collective
knowledge and equilibrium in MMDES. We also describe the
implementation of MMDES using a mobile platform in order
to provide resources’ sharing for the Archivo Nacional de Arte
Rupestre (ANAR) in Venezuela.

Index Terms—Digital Ecosystems, Sharing, Multimedia, Peer-
to-peer Infrastructure, Ontologies, Social Environments

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid evolution of social media, supported by the
vertiginous evolution of Internet and Web 2.0, many communi-
cation, information sharing, and collaboration platforms have
emerged for different relationships among people [2]. These
medias offer users the opportunity to create and share massive
heterogeneous data. Nowadays, multimedia formats take the
lion share from the shared data on the Internet [3]. However,
the sources of these huge amounts of multimedia contents
are different with diversified representations. As a result,
several challenges have emerged [1] such as: 1) selection
and collection of appropriate contents; 2) classification and
categorization of diversified contents; 3) interoperability; 4)
collaboration for data and services; and 5) data and usage
control.

In fact, the different models for creating and exchanging
multimedia data offered by social medias (e.g., Facebook,
Twitter, etc.) also present several problems mainly related to
the usage of resources but also to the emergence of new
difficulties to encompass the wide variety of formats for
representing multimedia contents from diverse sources [4],

[5]. Also, other collaborative environments [6], [7] to support
publishing and sharing multimedia contents have a number of
similar related shortcomings. To address these shortcomings
and meet the increasing interest in sharing appropriately
multimedia resources, we proposed previously the design of
a MultiMedia-oriented Digital EcoSystem called MMDES
[1], [8], as a new environment of collaboration and sharing
multimedia contents, multimedia processings, as well as com-
puting and storage capabilities. MMDES aims at creating a
collaborative distributed environment able to provide win-win
interactions between interested participants while promoting
collective knowledge. It mainly focuses on sharing multimedia
resources among interested participants. As it is described in
[1], it provides several features and advantages from user and
system perspectives.

In this paper, we describe the main components of MMDES
architecture, the set of concepts and rules used in the related
ontology, and the internal composition of each entity. We show
how collective and local knowledge and queries are managed
as well as the equilibrium needed between entities. Also, we
detail the implementation of MMDES as a mobile application
for the Archivo Nacional de Arte Rupestre (ANAR) to order
to allow better and easy promotion of cultural inheritance in
Venezuela.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we recall the interesting characteristics of Digital Ecosys-
tems. In Section III, we detail how knowledge and queries
are managed and how MMDES is instantiated as a Multi-
Agent System using our framework. Section IV shows how
equilibrium is provided in MMDES. Section V details the
implementation of MMDES as a mobile platform. Section VI
concludes the paper and draws several perspectives.

II. DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM: AN APPROPRIATE MEANS FOR
MULTIMEDIA SHARING

Collaboration in distributed environments involve interac-
tion and resource sharing among participants through media
offered by platforms. There are different types of traditional



collaborative environments such as client/server [9], peer-to-
peer [10], grid [11], and cloud [12].

Though these environments are supporting sharing and
publishing data, they have several constraints to cope with
multimedia-based needs in terms of collaboration, publishing,
and sharing [13], [14]. More details about those constraints
can be found in [1].

Digital ecosystems are attracting more and more interests
from a number of communities and have emerged as a new
collaborative environment to deal with most of those chal-
lenges thanks to several interesting characteristics [9], [15],
[16], [17]:
• Promoting Interaction and Collaboration: Interaction

and collaboration among participants and their environ-
ment are fundamental for the survival and functionality
of a digital ecosystem and its participants. The digital
ecosystem must encourage all participants to interact
and collaborate (so to achieve their common goals, find
common subjects of interest, share resources, etc.), as
well as discourage free-riders and selfish participants

• Individual Resource Management: The digital ecosys-
tem must guarantee to participants the full control and
usage (i.e., how and who providing access to each par-
ticipant resources) on their resources while meeting their
requirements and interests

• Equilibrium: The digital ecosystem must guarantee the
mutual benefits among all participants. This would be
achieved by measuring the contribution of each partici-
pant

• Promoting Shared Knowledge: The digital ecosystem
must be able to create a shared knowledge from partic-
ipants interactions, behaviors, resources, and preferences
in order to reuse it and share it among them.

To sum up, this new environment exceeds the traditional col-
laborative environments by providing open, flexible, demand-
driven, win-win interactive environment for achieving some
common goals while dealing with individual preferences and
contraints.

III. KNOWLEDGE AND QUERIES MANAGEMENT IN
MMDES

In Figure 1, we show the framework of MMDES. It is com-
posed of 3 main processes: 1) the Design process allows to de-
fine the requested concepts to meet the end-user requirements,
2) the Instantiation process allows to translate the concepts
and rules defined in the Design process into agents (some
are predefined and other are depending on the application at
hand), and 3) the Deployment process allows to create an
application (mobile, web, etc.) according to the set of classes
and agents previously generated. In this paper, we only present
the first two processes. The design process of our MMDES is
achieved through OntoMMDES [1], an ontology that describes
all the concepts and rules to follow when instantiating the
digital ecosystem. This allows MMDES to cope with specific
needs, to manage the participants and collective knowledge,
and to answer queries. Next subsections describe the main

concepts and generic rules of OntoMMDES and detail the set
of predefined agents generated after instantiation.

Figure 1: MMDES Framework

A. MMDES Ontology

Figure 2 shows an extract of OntoMMDES, which provides
a semantic and interoperable representation of the digital
ecosystem to generate as well as the set of rules to be defined
and followed.

B. MMDES Main Concepts

In what follows, we recall the main concepts of a Digital
Ecosystem (DE) in OntoMMDES as defined in [1]:

Figure 2: OntoMMDES desgined with Protégé OWL

• Peer (PEER) represents an individual/organism or the
basic play maker of the ecosystem. Each peer is asso-
ciated with a set of preferences and rules that shape
its behavior within the DE. It is worthy to note that
individuals can be grouped into Communities according
to common preferences and with resources associated
to a common Domain. Communities can be considered
in MMDES as small DEs since they can define com-
mon preferences and rules, and generate a collective
knowledge in the context of a specific domain. A peer
can be associated with several roles (e.g., consumer,
provider, executor, etc.) in the ecosystem. Each role has
a set of associated privileges. The default role for a new
individual is Beginner, whose unique privilege is to apply
to become a member of the ecosystem. There exist special
roles in MMDES to designate Authorities, who act over



the whole ecosystem (or a particular community) with
special privileges.

• Resource (RESOURCE) is a concept which represents
the set of assets that a peer possesses and manages. It can
represent a multimedia data, a multimedia processing/ser-
vice, a processing time/period, a cache1, and a storage2

facilities.
• Action (ACTION) is a concept which represents the

set of actions that a peer can provide. It can be a file
compression, a multimedia convertor, a face recognition
processing, etc.

• Rule (RULE) refers to the set of conditions allowing
to cope with the goals of the digital ecosystem and
with the resource owners requirements. Thus, two types
of rules are mainly defined in MMDES: 1) General
Rules (GENERIC RULES) are conditions governing
the ecosystem to allow its members participate in the
definition and configuration of MMDES; these initial
rules have to be defined at the genesis of the ecosystem
but can be modified in consensus among participants. 2)
Participant Rules (PEER RULES) are conditions related
to the owners of resources stating how to access and
consume them. In what follows, we will detail Generic
Rules only since Participant Rules are related to each
participant and domain.

• Collective Knowledge (CK) is the aggregated knowl-
edge assets contributed by peers of the ecosystem. It is
used for improving service provision of participants so
that peers could benefit at maximum from the ecosystem.

• Interface (INTERFACE) represents the way to access,
manipulate, and display resource services/applications,
such as general services3, basic services4, and application
domain services5. An interface characterizes a means for
interaction, collaboration, and service provision.

C. MMDES Generic Rules

Since generic rules are followed by everyone, they make
sure MMDES shares and produces knowledge and resources
without any risk. Four main generic rules are provided and
described below.
Rule 1 - Interaction

Digital ecosystem approach is defined by the networks of
interactions among participants and their environment. Hence,
it is mandatory that any peer that joins the ecosystem interacts
with at least another one. We formally define this rule as
follows.

Definition 1: Rule 1 - Interaction. If pi ∈ PEERS, then
pi

aj→ (p1 ∨ p2 ∨ p3 ∨ · · · ∨ pn ∨DE), where:
• pi 6= (p1 ∧ p2 ∧ p3 ∧ · · · ∧ pn);

1to store copies of frequently requested multimedia data and process for
quick access to improve overall performance of the ecosystem.

2is a sharable device used for storing multimedia data permanently for
future use.

3represent common facilities of the ecosystem which are oriented towards
end-user applications

4represent domain-independent interfaces
5are oriented towards specific application domains

• aj ∈ ACTIONSpi ; and
•

aj→ means interaction with participants and/or DE through
action aj .

Rule 2 - Compliance with Usage Rules of Individuals
Owners of resources should have the authority to determine

with whom to share and the usage of shared resources. This
could help protect potential misuse. It also enforces individuals
to react responsively and brings trust among participants. Thus,
individuals must comply with the following usage rule (no
matter what other rules they have) of resource owners to keep
right, interest, and benefit of others:

Definition 2: Rule 2 - Compliance with Usage Rules of
Individuals. Let pi, pk ∈ PEERS and aj ∈ ACTIONSpi ;
If pi

aj→ pk, then
(pi ` PEER_RULESpk ) ∧ (pk ` PEER_RULESpi ),
where ` represents comply with.
Rule 3 - Contribution of Individuals for Resources

Participants in MMDES must contribute (by providing
resources) for a number of reasons. Thus, there must be a
minimum threshold value that participants should contribute
to the rest of the community. In this way, equilibrium could be
achieved. The following rule is important to discourage some
participants (free-rider and selfish) who attempt to benefit from
the resources of others without offering their own resources:

Definition 3: Rule 3 - Contribution of Individuals for Re-
sources.
∀pi ∈ PEERS, Quant(RESOURCEpi) ≥ θ;

where
Quant() is a function to quantify resources of a PEER and θ is the

minimum threshold value that each individual should contribute and
is defined as a parameter of the DE. For example, a simple way to
calculate θ is as the average of the amount of resources offered by
all peers already belonging to the DE: θ = available_resources/ |
PEERS | where:

• available_resources is the sum of all
Quant(RESOURCEpi ) ∀pi ∈ PEERS; and

• | PEERS | is the number of participants.

Rule 4 - Cooperation for Sharing and Supporting
MMDES is a means to exploit the local resources of the

participants for better utilization. This is against self-interested
individuals. Cooperation in this ecosystem will be supported in
the following manner. When an individual has an interest in a
specific resource, it requests one participant of the ecosystem
(or in its domain). i) if the participant(s) has the requested
resource, it is ought to provide it; ii) if the participant(s) has
not such resource, then it must forward it to other potential
participants; iii) the requester should always comply with
usage rules of providers and resources, otherwise its request
will be rejected. In this way, all members will act rationally
to support and satisfy the requests of others. Formally:

Definition 4: Rule 4 - Cooperation for Sharing and Support-
ing. Let pi, pj ∈ PEERS,

if (pj
request(r1,..,rm)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ pi) ∧ (pj ` PEER_RULESpi ),
then { PROVIDE(i,j):

pi
provide(Ri)

−−−−−−−−→ pj; where
Ri = ∀rl ∈ request(r1, ..., rm) ∧ rl ∈ PEER_RESOURCESpi

pi
forward(request(Rj))

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (∀pk ∈ PEERS, k 6= i, j | pi κ pk)
where Rj = ∀rl ∈ request(r1, ..., rm)∧rl 6∈ PEER_RESOURCESpi



if (pj ` PEER_RULESpk )
then go_to PROVIDE(k,j)

else pk
reject(request)

−−−−−−−−−−→ pj
}

else (pi
reject(request)

−−−−−−−−−−→ pj)
where

• κ denotes “knows”;
• ` represents “comply with” (see Def. 2);
• request(r1, ..., rm) is a basic action which means a peer

requests a resource ri;
• provides(R) is another basic action that means a peer provides

a set of resources R to the requesting peer;
• forward(request(R)) is an action that means a peer forwards

a request(r1, ..., rx) to a third peer (which is its neighbor or
friend); and

• reject (request) is a basic action that means the requested peer
rejects the request and doesn’t forward its request.

D. MMDES Instantiation

Once the concepts and rules are approved by the designer,
MMDES is instantiated as a Multi-Agent System (MAS). This
creates a set of agents with their related behaviors with respect
to their corresponding concepts and rules. Two main types of
agents are used: Peer Agents and Special Agents.

1) Peer Agents: A Peer Agent (PA) in MMDES is com-
posed of a set of atomic agents that can play specific roles
according to their resources, preferences and rules. Figure 3
shows the architecture of a peer agent. Atomic agents in all
peer agents are described below.
• Identity Agent (IA) is in charge of keeping and publish-

ing information related to the participant identity, profile,
and preferences. If the participant is playing a special
role, the IA is also responsible of keeping information
related to that specif role (e.g., name, description, scope).
Identity is mainly described by the peer profile and rules.
A profile defines: i) localization, interests, preferences
in terms of domains, contents, applications, etc.; ii) re-
sources in terms of multimedia contents and processings;
and iii) processing and storage capacities. Meanwhile,
rules are defined according to profile by establishing,
for example, conditions to use its contents, storage, and
processing capacity, to make exchanges and negotiation,
to receive notifications, to keep privacy, to replicate its
contents, etc. MMDES has to ensure that peer rules are
respected when another peer uses its resources. IAs must
report themselves with the Directory Agent (described
later) to publish their existence, resource availability, and
associated rules.

• Communication Agent (ComA) is responsible of taking
care of communication among agents of remote peers
or even agents of the same peer. It receives all com-
munication requests to the peer it belongs to. Hence,
the first contact with its peer is received by the ComA,
who responds with the identification of the correspond-
ing Identity Agent. Then, communication can be done
directly between Identity Agents.

• Resource Abstraction Agent (RAA) provides an in-
terface to allow other agents to transparently manage

and request access to resources offered by the peer to
which it belongs to. RAA facilitates platform portability
and provides a unified way to access different types of
resources (enriched texts, images, audio, videos, storage
and processing capacities, etc.).

• Knowledge Agent (KA) stores and manages information
related to resources offered to the ecosystem by the peer.
KA applies inference rules to enrich and improve the
peer knowledge. To manage this, KAs uses OntoMMDES
(shown in Figure 2) and also its own ontologies describ-
ing knowledge in specific domains.

• Query Agent (QA) is in charge of making queries and
requirements of resources available in MMDES. QA
provides a search mechanism to allow peers to consult
the directory of resources and services in the ecosystem
and to locate the appropriated peer(s). QA offers a query
interface through which peers can define their queries
by, for example, resource attributes (rs={rid, description,
characteristics, type, location, owner}). When a query is
submitted, QA sends it to the DA, containing the key-
value pair, in which ’key’ is, for example, one resource at-
tribute and ’value’ is the value of this attribute that define
the wished search. If rule 2 is matched, DA responds with
the location of the best peer (PEER EndPoint or Service
PORT) to respond the query, then the QA could access
directly, in the remote PEER, the required resource. For
complex queries, QA will work in conjunction with the
DA to access several EndPoints and integrate all received
information (rules 1 and 4 are fulfilled). To access local
data, PEER EndPoints use ARQ, a Jena search engine
that supports the SPARQL RDF language to do queries6.

• Diagnosis Agent (DA) provides information and metrics
regarding the peer behavior and performance. This in-
formation is used by the Recommendation Agent and re-
ceived by the corresponding Ranker Agent. DA measures,
for example, types of resources requested, accessed,
offered, and effectively provided; use ratio in term of
quantity and time; type of requested contents; latency to
respond queries; respond time; average availability; and
any other metric considered by MMDES.

• Recommendation Agent (ReA) analyzes the metrics
measured by the Diagnosis Agent and generates recom-
mendation to peers, related to contents and behavior.
For example, it can recommend new contents according
to peer preferences or recommend to free under-used
resources.

2) Special Agents: In what follows, we describe the most
important special agents in MMDES.
• Directory Agent (DA) is responsible of providing mech-

anisms to discover available resources in MMDES, as
well as active peers and their roles. When a peer enters
to MMDES, it has to register and announce resources to
share. When a peer wants to abandon the ecosystem, it

6A SPARQL Processor for Jena, The Apache Software Foundation,
https://jena.apache.org/documentation/query/



Figure 3: Peer Agent Architecture

has also to announce its retirement. Thus, DA can update
the information. Peers can request DA to know about
the existence of a particular resource, a type of resource,
etc. In MMDES, DA implements Distributed Hash Tables
(DHT) to manage and access resources efficiently based
on TomP2P 7. In MMDES, a resource is mapped to a
unique participating peer, which is responsible for storing
and managing that resource. Given a target resource
identifier, the locate operation returns an identifier of
the peer responsible for the target resource or service.
Locating objects usually involves a distributed search
between a small subset of participating peers that share
resource-allocation (or routing) information. To resolve
queries, DA implements a query decomposer inspired
of [18]. We implemented a decomposer for queries
against federations of EndPoints (PEER EndPoints) that
stores information about the available EndPoints and the
ontologies (PEER_KNOWLEDGE) used to describe the
data accessible through these EndPoints. And it also
decomposes queries into sub-queries that can be executed
by the selected EndPoints. Additionally, DA can apply in-
ference rules to enrich the MMDES collective knowledge.

• Legislator Agent (LA) is a special agent responsible
for rules enforcement, including analysis of beginners’
preferences and rules to decide if they can become mem-
bers. There could be one LA for the whole ecosystem
coordinated with several LAs responsible of communities.
LA is also responsible for all issues related to access
control and answering queries related to rules.

• Electoral Agent (EA) is a special agent in charge of mak-
ing possible the suffrage, when conditions in MMDES
claim for an electoral process (e.g., a peer proposed a
new rule of use, election of authorities).

• Ranker Agent (RA) is in charge of keeping sorted and
updated the list of peers, according to their participation
and behavior in the ecosystem. Thus, some activities
in the ecosystem (such as assignation, election, and
delegation of authorities or determination of the best peer
to response to a request) will be made according to these
lists. RA is also in charge of keeping the equilibrium

7TomP2P, A P2P high performance key-value pair store library,
http://tomp2p.net

of the ecosystem, since it knows how peers are using
resources and services in the ecosystem.

IV. ENSURING EQUILIBRIUM IN MMDES

In a digital ecosystem, each participant must provide a
set of resources to share. And as the ecosystem evolves, it
must continue providing resources to support the ecosystem
equilibrium. Some recent works present approaches to achieve
this balance [19], [20], [21], by deleting some resources,
creating new needs, replicating some hot resources, etc.

In MMDES, the equilibrium is provided thanks to the
processing of Diagnosis Agents and Ranker Agents. In essence,
Diagnosis Agents measure and analyze the individual per-
formance of peers in terms of shared resources. They keep
updated the individual participation profile. To define the
participation profile of a peer in MMDES, several scores are
computed: i) Multimedia content; ii) CPU usage; iii) GPU
usage; iv) Network traffic; and v) Space to store data. To store
score values, we propose arrays (denoted as [a]) and tuples
(denoted as {a,b,.. ,c}) accordingly:

1) Multimedia Content: with Obtained and Shared criteria -
{Type_MC, Quantity_O, Quantity_S}.
Criteria for a correct equilibrium between shared multi-
media data and obtained multimedia data by a given peer
are not guaranteed by an agent. But total traffic according
to each type of content is quantified in order to be audited.
Multimedia content type (Type_MC) corresponds to a tag
attached to each shared file as defined by the ecosystem.
Total size of content obtained and shared (Quantity_O
and Quantity_S respectively) is measured in mega bytes.

2) GPU usage: with Obtained, Offered and Shared criteria
- {{Q,et}, {Power_GPU,[T]}, pt}. The request for GPU
resources depends on the task, the application to be used,
and the granularity of the operations to be performed.
Then, it is denoted as a quantity Q to be defined by the
involved application protocols and an estimated execution
time (et). Such quantity can be measured, once consumed,
as a ratio between execution time and GPU processing
capability, and it should be registered by peers that deliver
the resource. GPU processing capability is offered as a tu-
ple of the offered GPU processing power (Power_GPU),
and a set of time lapses (T) in which it would be available.
The effective use of GPU time provided and shared is
expressed in seconds (pt).

3) CPU usage: with Obtained, Offered and Shared criteria -
{{Q,et}, {Power_CPU,[T]}, pt}.
Analogous to GPU usage, but referring to provided and
requested CPU usage.

4) Dedicated network traffic: with Offered Limit and Effec-
tive Used Traffic criteria - {AB, Data_trans}.
Network traffic as a resource offered by a peer to the
ecosystem is important when considering the bandwidth
needed by operations as data transfer from other peers
to a given one or when considering its postulation to
special roles in the ecosystem. Offered bandwidth can
be a data transfer segment (AB) quantified in mega



bytes per second and total transmitted and received data
(Data_trans) measured in mega bytes.

5) Storage space: with Requested, Used, Offered, and Pro-
vided criteria - {SS_R, {SS_U, tu}, SS_O, {SS_P, pt}}.
Storage space requested to the ecosystem (SS_R) can
actually be different from storage space effectively pro-
vided and in use (SS_U) because of the possibility of
denial of requested resources. This is due to either lack
of availability or incompatibility of the rules of the
peers involved in the exchange of resources. Data storage
in use is registered with a tuple (tu) along with the
time during which the storage space has been in use.
Offered storage space (SS_O) refers to the exclusive local
space reserved to be used by the ecosystem. It does not
has a time counter associated because it refers to idle
time. In case an individual changes its offer, it must to
immediately notify the Ranker Agent of the ecosystem.
Finally, the tuple for provided storage space (SS_P) is
the local storage space being effectively used by other
peers of the ecosystem, and the time (pt) during which the
resource has been provided. All values of storage space
are expressed in mega bytes.

Profile of participation of a peer, determined by the 5
tuples described above, depends on the correct update of
the registered values. To achieve that, methods for reporting
new resources being used, offered or available in a peer, are
defined. These procedures are started in order to take relevant
actions and allow agents report changes. Figure 4 shows the
class diagram of our Diagnosis Agent and the participation
profile, considering these resources, but any other resource
can be easily incorporated to our implementation.

Resources can be either offered, altered its participation
level, or deleted from the pool of resources available in the
ecosystem. They can also be assigned to or released from an
agent according to the ecosystem needs. Requested resources
must be treated by the corresponding agents in charge of
resource allocation, and the Diagnosis Agent must be notified
about the assignation whether resources are totally or partially
allocated, even rejected. Ranker Agent could influence the
Recommendation Agent in order to request system resources;
or it could judge that a given peer behavior does not meet the
balance criteria and command it to release and offer resources
in order to keep belonging to MMDES.

Diagnosis Agent viability depends on communication
started by Identity Agents (when defining initially offered
resources), Knowledge Agents (when transmitting/receiving
multimedia data), Resource Abstraction Agents (when vali-
dating resource sharing with other peers), and Query Agents
(when accepting resources provided by other peers). Each
change on the offered resources by a peer, that is not due
to supplied resources, must be immediately reported to the
Legislator Agent.

The last responsibility of Diagnosis Agent is to periodically
reset its diagnosis structure as the Legislator Agent does. On
the developed implementation, there is also a control log of

Figure 4: Class diagram of Diagnosis Agent and
Participation Profile

every invocation to the Diagnosis Agent including audits with
the Ranker Organism and the automatic scheduled restarts.

Recommendation Agent works with the participation profile
and history logs (summaries) registered by the corresponding
Diagnosis Agent (of the same peer). For all resources offered
by the peer, it analyzes the frequency in which they have been
accessed, requested, or used by other peers in MMDES. It
is necessary to define metrics to describe that frequency in
terms of, for example, time, total amount of resources, balance
between offers and demands. Recommendation Agent should
manage a pool of metrics to use in different scenarios or in
different communities. It helps peers for better contribution
and cooperation in sharing resources and supporting each
other, addressing rules 3 and 4. Figure 5 shows the class
diagram of our Recommendation Agent.

The idea with this analysis is to propose to the peer a better
configuration of its resources and maximize its participation
in MMDES, based on its needs and priorities. A digital
ecosystem includes self-organization and dynamism of the
system, meaning that adjustments in the participation profile
can be influenced by the community.

Examples of types of suggestions that the Recommendation
Agent can make regarding multimedia contents are: liberate
low interest contents, access new similar contents, extend
sharing scope of high interest contents, etc. Suggestions should
increase peers participation and exchange, also generation
of new collective knowledge in MMDES. Nevertheless, it is



Figure 5: Class diagram of Recommendation Agent

necessary that multimedia contents be classified by descriptive
labels at semantic level, which allows to create maps of related
contents. Hence, Recommendation Agents can improve the
analysis of use metrics and generate better recommendations
and new knowledge.

Ranker Agent can judge the need to increase the offer
of limited resources and induce Recommendation Agents to
request a readjustment of those resources (e.g., by allowing
multimedia duplication) to certain peers. Recommendation
Agent is able to analyze its local viability and transmit the
recommendation to the peer Resource Abstraction Agent.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INSTANCE OF MMDES FOR A
MOBILE PLATFORM

We used MMDES framework to implement a java-based
mobile application to access multimedia contents provided
by the Archivo Nacional de Arte Rupestre (ANAR) that is a
non-profit organization responsible for collecting information
on the rock manifestation in Venezuela whose information is
available to the public. Rupestrian manifestation are old signs
that first societies made as an attempt to human communica-
tion (e.g., signs recorded in rocks, stones drawings, engravings
giant ground, etc.). The proposed mobile application allows
to: i) access ANAR multimedia databases, in a transparently
way for users and ecosystem (they do not need to know the
query language); and ii) develop thin clients for peers to access
MMDES through mobile devices. In this implementation, we
limited the mobile peers to only offer multimedia contents as
resources to share (they can not offer storage, processing or
cache capabilities). Moreover, it only can access multimedia
contents from other peers even it could technically access

other type of MMDES resources. We provided three roles
(beginer, consumer, provider) and several profiles (archae-
ologists, system administrators, students, professors, hikers,
general). JADE has been adopted as a framework for de-
veloping distributed applications based on a P2P multiagent
communication architecture. The environment can evolve dy-
namically with peers, which are called JADE agents, which
appear and disappear in the system according to the needs and
requirements of the application environment [22]. In this sense,
JADE meets the MMDES requirements related to communica-
tion and distribution. PEER_RULES and PROFILE are
expressed in XML files. To manage privacy of information
and resources that users place available in the ecosystem or
community, we implemented a P3P protocol [23], which is
executed by transferring the XML files (containing informa-
tion regarding rules and profile) from the mobile device to
corresponding Agents in MMDES, responsible for carrying
out the action the individual wants to execute in MMDES
(e.g., requests, queries, resource publication). Identity, Query,
and Knowledge Agents were developed in Java to be executed
on mobile devices. They represent what a peer wants to
offer/access resources to/from other peers under common
access rules. Identity Agent and Knowledge Agent share a
small database (developed with SQLite) to keep information
related to resources, profile, and rules. This information is
available to the Directory Agent in MMDES during the life
of the mobile peer.

A. User Registration Process

The registration process from a mobile device is done
through the Legislator Agent (LA) and Directory Agent (DA).
Along with the registration request, a peer submits its own
rules (PEER RULES) and profile, with a default role beginner.
Thus, (LA) checks its correctness and its compatibility with
MMDES generic rules, before approving or rejecting such
registration. If registration is proceeded, LA informs the DA
about the existence of a new peer in the community along
with its new role, offered resources, and scope. Figure 6-A
illustrates the registration process while Figure 7-A shows
some screen-shots of the final application.

B. Multimedia Content Queries

Once the peer is registered and is able to access a MMDES
community, it can upload any type of multimedia content
to share with other peers belonging to the community and
define privacy rules for its multimedia resources (through the
P3P protocol). In our implementation, peers can share ANAR
multimedia contents (e.g., images, news, types of petroglyphs,
photos) and, depending on the information, can access them
according to their particular profile. Thus, some kind of
information can be restrictive for general public. Figure 7-B
shows a screen-shot of our retrieval interface.

When a peer makes a query (e.g., monoliths in Venezuela),
the Query Agent (QA) passes the peer profile (e.g., archae-
ologist) to the DA. It compares rules of use of each queried
resource available in the community and returns all those (e.g.,



Figure 6: Registration and retrieval processes of the mobile
application

Figure 7: Application Screenshots

monoliths photos, videos, georeferencial information, classifi-
cation documents) whose rules allow the peer to perform the
search. Figure 6-B shows the query process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented here MMDES Framework, a Multimedia-
oriented Digital Ecosystem, which is initiated from the lim-
itations of existing collaborative environments. The aim of
MMDES is to provide a new collaborative environment able
to provide an appropriate sharing and usage of multimedia
resources while keeping individual interests and benefits of
all participants. We focused here on presenting MMDES
knowledge and equilibrium management both based on a
high-level ontology called OntoMMDES. MMDES is based
on a P2P platform of distributed agents and semantic web
techniques, allowing a modular and incremental implementa-
tion. Upcoming work will address other application domains
and how MMDES allows to gain in time and efforts when
designing digital ecosystem oriented-applications.
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